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Dear Principals,

Great success needs the following two things, apart from other ones.

O1. The power of consciousaess: Success? Get the success consciousness. Live the spirit until it becomes
yours by right. It will then become impossible to keep it away from you. The things of the world are fluid to
the power of consciousness within man by which he rules them. Interestingly, you need not acquire this
power. You have it. Bu
it, use it, control it, so that you can go forward and carqr
the world before you.
n and on, as you gain momentum, as your inspiration
deepens, as your plans
derstanding, you will come to realize that this world is no
dead pile of stones and timber but that it is a beautiful living thing. It is made up of the beating hearts of
children and adults. It is a thing of life which is made of success. It has a deeper, fuller, clearnei meaning.
Rightly said, that much gathers more is true on every plane of edstence and that loss (failure) leads to
greater loss is equally true.
You probably know that there is a world within - a world of thought & feeling and power; of ligtrt and life
and beauty and its forces are mighty. The world within is governed by mind. When we discover this world
we shall find the solution for every problem, failure included. Since the world within is subject to our
control, all laws of power and success are also within our control. The world without is a mere ieflection of
the world within. What appears without is what has been found within. In the world within lies infinite
success, infinite supply ofall that is needed for success and its expression. Ifwe recognize these potentials
of our own and those of children under our care they will take form in the world without (success in CBSE
exam). Life is, indeed, an unfoldment, not an accretion. What comes to us in the world outside is what we
already possess in our own world within. The world within is the cause and the world without is the effect.
must change the cause. All
m within. Every plant, every
being is a living testimony to
error of the ages i! in boking
s why, I Atl[ A WINNER. SUC
The whole universe works on the

cause and effect principle. Thought is the cause and the experiences with
- which you meet in life are the effects.
Eliminate, therefore, any possible tendency to complain of results
as

they have been
you to change them and make them what you would
like them to be.
f the mental power at your command, from which the
lasting success
til you come to a realization of the fact that there can be
no failure at all, because the mind is ever ready to larld itself to a purposeful will in the effort.
When the thoughts like my DOs are received by the brain it gets satisfied that the thoughts are true, to be
brought forth into a reality, and when it happens
a pleasant sensatio-n, ready to receive
another thought (DOs). This is the simple and e fe
the best results are secured. It is the
method which is producing results that many think that miracles are being accomplished.

02. The power of motlvatlon: Motivation is like an
decided by its accelerator. Thi moment the acce
standstill if there is no further acceleration. Alt
reduction in the speed and it may come to stand
(stalf and students) are motivated they keep wor
their acceleration (motivation) results start dimini
brings them back to a halt. I am writing DOs to
mind. It is arr effort to augment your endeavours for a big success. Reading DOs over and over when
availabie on their teacher's diaries shall mean their brains' receiving ald -working on them. This is

damagin
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and han
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owes to this neglect, too.
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erience is result for the year suffered, being not 10@/o,

I requestyou to acknowledge and send the action taken report within three days; also share wit]l teachers.
Yours s

The Principal
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